Homeostasis via Negative Feedback: A Cartoon
Students will create a cartoon that shows how a set point is maintained by negative feedback loops.
Ideally, students will use a familiar, non-biological example to clarify and simplify the scientific
vocabulary and negative feedback process.
Student Work Examples:

	
  

Other ideas from student work:
Driving at the speed limit: too fast and you get a ticket, too slow and other drivers beep and yell.
Home or oven thermostat: too cool and sensor detects and turns heat on, too hot and sensor detects and turns heat off.
Behavior on a first date: too eager and date thinks you’re desperate and loses interest, too aloof and date thinks you’re not
interested and loses interest.
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Cartoon
Rubric
Set Point

Receptor

Control
Center

Effector(s)

Negative
Feedback
Loops
Relevant
scientific
terminology

Effort

Name

Section:

Set point is defined (in cartoon or in
accompanying text) and maintained
via negative feedback

Set point is not defined or not
maintained via negative
feedback

No set point included

5
Receptor is clearly identified (in
cartoon or accompanying text) and
directly responding to a change in
the set point (stimulus)
5
Control center is clearly identified
(in cartoon or accompanying text)
and integrates incoming receptor
information with outgoing command
to effector(s)
5
At least one effector is clearly
identified for each negative feedback
loop (in cartoon or accompanying
text) and induces change that
restores the set point
5
Two negative feedback loops are
included. One corrects values that
are too high, one corrects values that
are too low.
5
Terms: negative feedback,
homeostasis, set point, receptor,
control center (or integrator),
effectors used directly in cartoon or
in accompanying text
5
Effort shows, cartoon is neat, idea is
unique, writing is spell-checked and
legible

3
Receptor is not clearly
identified or is not directly
responding to a change in the
set point (stimulus)
3
Control center is not clearly
identified or does not
communicate with receptor or
effector

0
No receptor identified

3
Effector(s) not clearly
identified or does not induce
change that restores the set
point

0
No effectors identified

3
Only a single negative
feedback loop is included.

0
No complete negative
feedback loop is
included.

3
Some terms omitted.

0
Most terms omitted

3
Effort lacking, cartoon is
messy, multiple spelling errors
and/or some writing illegible,
idea is somewhat unique

0
Effort lacking, cartoon
full of spelling errors
and/or illegible; idea
directly utilizes class
example
0

5
Total:
(out of 35
points)

3

0
No control center
identified

